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China’s Foreign Policy

JAPAN IN CRISIS

Who Makes It, and How Is It Made?
Edited by Gilbert Rozman | 342 pages

What Will It Take for Japan to Rise Again?
Edited by Bong Youngshik & T. J. Pempel | 300 pages

The May 19-20, 2011 Asan conference provided
a venue to reassess foreign policy decision-making
in China. Bringing together leading voices in this
reassessment, the meeting elicited lively exchanges
centered not on refuting rival interpretations but
on jointly exploring leads that clarify the processes
of China’s foreign policy formulation that have yet
to be adequately explained. The discussion, as the
chapters in this book, proceeded from the general to
the more specific level. It prioritized the joint search
for answers to questions, not differences based on
the nationality of the respondent, although there
were occasions when some of the Chinese participants were presumed to have knowledge of aspects
of recent developments that others at the conference were seeking to understand better. Updating
the conference papers to cover the end of 2011, this
book reflects the state of analysis on the eve of the
important 2012-2013 transition to China’s fifthgeneration leaders.
Gilbert Rozman, Introduction
Official Release Date Set for Publication through Palgrave-MacMillan: September 2013

This volume is the result of a conference organized
in the aftermath of the crisis presented by the triple
disaster that struck the Tohoku region of Japan the
previous March 11. To most of the paper writers,
for Japan to “rise again” would mean recovery not
simply from the triple disaster—the March 2011
earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear meltdown—but
from the 20-plus years of almost unilateral economic stagnation, political fumbling, and deterioration in the country’s regional and global influence. Returning to the halcyon heyday of Japan’s
economic successes in the 1970s and 1980s might
be too much to wish for but the authors were largely in agreement that recreating a sense of optimism
about the future direction of the country’s economy
and politics would surely be essential to any meaningful “rise.”
T. J. Pempel, Introduction
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THE ARAB SRPING

MIDDLE POWERS AND G20 GOVERNANCE

Edited by Clement Henry & Jang Ji-Hyang | 316 pages

Edited by Mo Jongryn | 150 pages

Will It Lead to Democratic Transitions?

This book expands upon the discussions and analyses presented at the 2011 Asan Middle East Conference held by the Asan Institute for Policy Studies. It
seeks to offer policymakers and researchers a more
nuanced appreciation of the multiple dimensions
to the political turbulence that has fundamentally
transformed the Middle East and North Africa over
the past two years. The book is organized into six
sections covering a range of themes that have all
influenced the shape, scope, and speed of political
change in the region.
Clement Henry, Jang Ji-Hyang,
and Robert P. Parks, Introduction

Official Release Date Set for Publication through Palgrave-MacMillan: September 2013

Two years after the outbreak of the global financial
crisis in 2009, the Asan Institute for Policy Studies
invited a group of distinguished policymakers and
scholars to a conference to discuss the politics of
the G20. This volume reflects the diverse perspectives presented on each of the major governance
groups that contribute directly and indirectly to the
G20 political process. It examines how the various
groups interact and what the outcomes have been
of such interactions. A fresh conceptualization of
a G20 system composed of groups of nations that
can both balance against, as well as support, one
another is presented.
Hahm Chaibong, Preface
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THE ASAN PUBLIC OPINION
STUDIES SURVEYS
The Public Opinion Studies Center at the Asan Institute for Policy Studies conducts some of the most widely
cited public opinion surveys in international relations
and political science. Its regular polls produce reliable
data for political leaders and the general public, creating more informed policy debates and decisions. The
Center also publishes a monthly survey report dealing
with both international and domestic issues in Korea.
Major publications include The Vote Choice of Korean
Electorates: 2012 National Assembly Election (in Korean)
and, Electoral Reform in Korea: Reapportionment and Redistricting (in Korean) which respectively cover Korean
voting behavior and the election system.
Other Survey Reports, such as “South Korea in a Changing World: Foreign Affairs,” “The Asan Post-election Report,” “Asan Breaking Poll: The Death of Kim Jong-Il
and Its Effects on South Korean Public Opinion,” and
“The Asan Institute Opinion Poll in the Wake of the Attack on Yeonpyeong Island,” gauge public sentiment on
salient issues in Korean society.

The full text of each survey reports is available
on the Asan Institute website (www.asaninst.org) under the Publication-Public Opinion Survey section.

Isaiah Berlin: A Life

Michael Oakeshott

Friedrich Hayek

THE ASAN COLD WAR LIBERALISM PROJECT
Throughout the Cold War, Western democracies debated how best to balance the need for increasing democratization and individual liberty in the domestic context while maintaining strong national security, particularly in the
face of the existential and ideological threat posed by the Soviet Union. The Asan Institute for Policy Studies gathers
experts—from Asia, Europe, and North America—on the great liberal thinkers of the twentieth century to discuss
the presence and relevance of their thought in Northeast Asia. In 2012-2013 the Asan Institute for Policy Studies
produced Korean translations of Isaiah Berlin: A Life by Michael Ignatieff, Michael Oakeshott by Edmund Neill, and
Friedrich Hayek by Adam Tebble.
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TRANSLATIONS

Journey of the Jihadist

No Exit: North Korea, Nuclear Weapons,
and International Security

The Asan Institute for Policy Studies
aims to translate some of the world’s
most engaging and important books
on politics, economics, and society
into Korean and thus contribute to
Korea’s participation in the global
marketplace of ideas. The Asan Books
Series includes the Korean translation
of Fawaz A. Gerges’ Journey of the Jihadist, Jonathan D. Pollack’s No Exit:
North Korea, Nuclear Weapons, and
International Security, Blaine Harden’s
Escape from Camp 14, and the recent
launch of Kent E. Calder’s The New
Continentalism.
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PRODUCTIVE WELFARE
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH (In Korean)
By Kim InChoon, Go Myong-Hyun, Kim Sung-won & Amnon Aran | 436 pages

The road to becoming welfare state is a well traveled one. This book is
the case studies of six historical welfare states—the struggling Greece, Argentina, and Japan, and the successful Israel, Sweden and Great Britain.
It draws lessons from the failures and successes in the essential features of
a well-functioning, sustainable system that fosters economic growth and
increases people’s welfare.
Hahm Chaibong, Preface

ISSUE BRIEFS
Issue Briefs are time-sensitive reports that
provide overviews and rapid analysis of
current international and domestic affairs. They are written by Asan’s own experts as well as outside scholars. In 2013,
19 briefs have been published. Topics include the economic state of North Korea,
political transition in Egypt, and ROKUS agreements.

Escape from Camp 14

The New Continentalism

The full text of each Brief is available
on the Asan Institute website (www.asaninst.org) under the Publication-Issue Briefs section.

ASAN PROCEEDINGS & REPORTS

Asan Proceedings and Reports are publications of transcripts and summaries produced after the completion of a major research project or following the conclusion of various Asan conferences. These reports and proceedings provide
useful records of discussions that can inform government officials, experts, and the public. Also, these reports contain
a summary of major research findings, detailed analysis of key issues, and recommendations for current and future
policy initiatives. Proceedings and Reports include the Future of ROK-US Alliance, the Asan Plenum 2012 Proceedings,
the Asan Nuclear Forum Proceedings and both the Asan China Forum Proceedings and the Asan Plenum 2013 Proceedings coming soon.

The full text of each is available on the Asan Institute website (www.asaninst.org)
under the Publication-Conference Reports section.

ASAN MEMORIAL LECTURE SERIES

The Asan Memorial Lecture was established by the Asan
Institute as one of its signature programs, in keeping
with the Institute’s mandate to “provide innovative policy solutions and spearhead public discourse on many of
the core issues that Korea, East Asia and the global community face.” The Asan Institute invited distinguished
speakers including Henry A. Kissinger, Michael J. Sandel, Guy Sorman, Tu Weiming, James J. Heckman, Donald Rumsfeld, and Lisa Anderson to speak on subjects
pertinent to today’s culture, politics, and society. These
lectures are produced in a book series.

The full text of each is available on the Asan Institute website (www.asaninst.org)
under the Publication-Conference Reports section.
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